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ABSTRa CT

The relationship between the applied wind stress and

currents predicted by a primitive equation ocean circulation

model was analyzed and comparel to theory and observations.

Three one-year data sets were examined using Fourier and

rotary spectrum analysis techniques. The Fourier analysis

revealed three spectral peaks in the predicted currents with

none in the wind stress. These peaks correspond to synoptic

variability at low frequency, the inertial response at an

intermediate frequency and a nonphysical response at high

frequency, due to the finite time differencing procedure

employed. This response at high frequency was two orders of

magnitude smaller than the peaks at the synoptic and iner-

tial periods. The inertial notion was the same order of

magnitude as the synoptic aotion near the surface, but such

weaker below. 14 was identified by the rotary spectrum, and

it was slightly shifted toward lower frequencies in direct

proportion to the time step used by the model. The Rkman

notice appeared to be restricted to the baroclinic response

above 70 m. The tn-alngogostrophic flow below 70 a

was essentially barotropic.
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Traditionally, general ocean circulation models have

been verified against the temperature or density structure

of the ocean. This approach was mainly established because

of the availability of ocean measurements. Temperature and

density, through salinity values, are the ocean variables

A' recorded over the largest area of the world's oceans today.

ks the number of bathythermograph recordings and ocean ate

t.ions increased, a pocl of temperature and salinity neasur

ments became available, forming a general ocean

climatology which could be used to gauge in ocean circul.

tion modells performance. once reasonable confidence was

established in the model's capability to reproduce known

ocean thermal and/or density characteristics, sensitivity

experiments could be conducted to test the effects of cer- t
tain changes in various model parameters on different

modeled features.

Since the ocean is a vast sensible heat source or sink

for the atmosphere, ocean circulation zodeling is not a

field =to itself, but it is also tied to improve atmos-

pheric modeling. This is a two way link because both fluids

can be modeled by the same general set of physical equations
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and, depending on the time scale examined, each forces the

other in their overall joint circulation. As a result, a

better understanding of the ocaen's thermal structure, espe-

cially its upper profile and effects which modify it, could

lead to improvements in an oceanically coupled atmospheric

circulation model over the relatively data sparse areas of

the world's oceans.

The objective of this thesis is to analyze the currents

predicted by an ocean circulation model as part of a general

model verification program. This analysis is expected to

improve the ability to model and predict changes in the oce-

an's motion, thermal fields and its response to atmospheric

forcing on a weekly tc seasonal time frame. Besides their

own intrinsic importance, currqnts play an important roll in

influencing 'he thermal structure in the ocean. In this

respect, their contribution may be twofol: turbulent mixing

and large-scale advection. Strong shear currents are res-

ponsible for turbulent mixin; through convection, while the

large-scale Ekman/geostrophic flow contributes to advection.

Besides improving its thermal profile, an ocean cir-ulation

model which correctly depicts mass transport would have a

greater overall applicability than one which is just

11



concerned with displaying the thermal structure of a water

column.

On* of the reasons currents have not been examined in

verification studies earlier was the lack of available open

ocean current data. But as part of ORPAX (North Pacific

Experiment), a data base of *pea ocean la2g-term currents is

nov becoming available, Mcially (1981). ks part of this

ongoing experiment, Gerald J Mctlally of S-ripps Institute of

Oceanography, La Jolla, California placed a number of drift-

ers, both drouqed at various depths and undrouged, it the

North Pacific Drift Current. Each buoy was equipped with a

transmitter and was tracked for as long as six months by

REkS (Random Access Measurement System) onboard NIMBUS 6.

Several results of this ongoing investigation are now avail-

able. One, the apparent lack of difference between current

observations at the surface and at 30 a, will serve as a

good test for examining the current profile produced by an

ocean circulation model. The observed statistical relation-

ship between winds and currents also needs to be investi-

gated from a theoretical or modeling point of view.

12
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The model evaluated was developed by Robert L Haney,

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Cilifornia (H1aney et

ale 1978). it is a primitivs equation model applied to a

baroclinic ocean in a rectangular basin. it contains 20

levels in the vertical with 8 in the upper 200 a. The model

i~s based on the hydrostatic and Doussinesq approximations.

A rigid-lid approximation is ade at the surface and salin-

£-ty is neglected. The effects of subgrid or mesoscale

moticn are parameteri zed by vertical and ncnlinear horizon-

tal eddy viscosities and conduct ivities.

The model is driven by heating and 3tresses applied at

the surface. The downward flux of heat and momentum is

determined by the following time-dependent variables: the

predicted ocean surface temperat ure, the prescribed values

of 6-hourly surface winds and monthly mean: air temperature,

specific humidity, fractional cloud cover and incoming

shortwave radiation. These quaitities are used to calculate

the shortwave and longwave radiation, sensible and latent

heat and surface wind stress. The bulk aerodynamic

13



equations for determining wind stress from marine winds

along with the primitive equations of notion, the continuity

equation, tie first law of thermodymanics and the equation

of stare can he found in Haney, et al (1978). The governing

solar radiatiou equations can also be found in this refer-

ence with one exception. A new approach as outlined in

Haney (1980) allows sane of the solar radiation to penetrate

to depths greater than 20 a rather than being totally

absorbed in this layer as was the case with the old radia-

tion equation.

To handle the transport of heat and momentum which

occurs on scales too small to be resolved by the grid spac-

ing employed, parameterizations of these no'ions are made on

scales which are discernible by the model. Since eddy flow

is important, especially in western boundary currents and

their extensions, this motion must not be neglected in an

ocean circulation model. Until model grils are reduzed to a

size sufficiently small to allow eddy repcesentation, vari-

ous theories ust be applied to approximate eddy notion.

The Haney model uses the mixi length and momentum bypothe-

sis of classical turbulence theory. This approach intro-

daces coefficients of horizontal eddy viscosity and

14



conductivity. Vertical diffusion is approximated through

small coeffic.ents of vertical eddy viscosity and conductiv-

ity, see Haney, et al (1978).

Active turbulent vertical mixing of heat and momentum in

the model is based on a parmeterized "dymanic adjustment".

The key to the adjustment is the local ;radient Richardson

number. This number is a non-iimensional measure of stabil-

ity as It relates the local hydrostatic stability or density

stratification to the square of the local shear. When the

water column is neutral, the local Richardson number takes

on its critical value of 0.25. This value was theoretically

established and is justified through observations presented

in Thompson (1980). The adjustment consists of checking the

water column at all levels below the surface for dynamic

instability. This condition exists if the local gradient

Richardson number computed between two adjacent model levels

falls below its critical value. In this case, a vertical

mixing of both temperature and velocity components between

the adjacent levels transpires in such a way that: (a) heat

and momentum are conserved, (b| the mixing ratios for heat

and momentum are set equal an5 (c) the adjusted gradient

Richardson number is set equal to its critical value. The

15



specifics of this adjustment procedure can be found in ida-

mec, et al (1981). it is through this parameterized mixing

mechanism that the model predicted currents affect the ver-

tical turbulent mixing of both heat and momentum. This is

because the gradient Richardson number depends on the II&MB

of the shear of the mcdel predicted currents.

Baroclinic (or shear) currents are handled through

direct calculations from the horizontal egoatons of motion.

The vertically averaged currents are defined by a stream-

function derived by a vertical averaqe of the horizontal

equations of motion and governed by the vorticity equation.

These average currents are them added to the results of the

primitive equations to yield the total currents. The model

runs on a staggered gid with the temperature and stream-

function gr$dpoints established at the model indices and

momentum gridpoints offset by half a grid length. Time dif-

• ferencinq is accomplished by using the leap-frog scheme

with a Buler-backward scheme inserted every 8 tisesteps to

reduce "tie-splitting".

The rectangular iomain covered in the model is in the

North Pacific. It is 900 of longitude in width, running

from 1450 to 1250 W and is 650 of latitude in length,

16
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running from the equator to 650 1. This domain allows the

aodel to simulate the circulation pattern of the interior

Worth Pacific Ocean. The general surface flow includes the

equatorial flow pattern, the North Pacific gyre and the Sub-

polar gyre system. The complex flow around the Japan* e

and Aleutian Islands re not revealed because these intrud-

/ing land masses are not included in the boundary conditions.

The bottom is flat at a uniform lepth of 4 km. At th

lateral boundaries, tbore is perfect insulation of both heat

and momentum with zero velocity except at the equator where

a free slip condition is imposed. The bottom is also ther-

sally insulated but a small stress is imposed through a sin-

pie quadratic drag law, see Heatherly (1972).

7sow
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1. MODEL INITI&LIZkTION kND SINULArZION

The model simulation was primarily driven by 10 years

(from 01 Jan 1969 through 31 Dec 1978) of 6-hourly marine

wind analyses performed by P5OC (Fleet Numerical Oceanogra-

phy Center, Monterey, California). These winds are the

variable input to the bulk foraula used to calculate the

surface wind stress and the latent and sensible heat fluxes
t

in the model. The other atmospheric forcing variables:

solar radiation, clcud cover, air temperature and vapor

pressure; are all prescribed by monthly climatological

values. The sources of these values are given in Haney, et

al (1978).

The model started from an initial state with zero cur-

rents and a temperature structure which decreased linearly

with depth ranging from a valut equal to the local air temp-

erature at the surface to 20 C at the bottom. It then ran

for 3.5 years from 01 Jan 1971. ithrough 30 Jun 1977 with the

forcing being supplied by the PROC vind analyses and the

monthly atmospheric cliaatologiea. During this initial

18
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phase, the nodal used 25 fixed levels in the vert ical (12 in

the upper 200 a) tanning on a coarse gril.with a spacing of

approximately 6. of longitude and 40 of latitude.

after this initial "spin up" was complete, the model was

ran to simulate throe decades of ocean circulation using the

10 years of wind data available. The first 10 years of

simulation was run on a coarse grid (6Ox4o ) and the succeed-

ing 20 years were run on a fine grid (30x2o). Each time a

new decade of simulation was started, a smoothing was

applied to the model variables (currents and temperatures)

in order to reduce "model shock" when the wind forcing was

shifted back to 01 Jan 1969. This smoothing consisted of

averaging the simulated variables over the last 2 weeks of

that particular decade and using these average values when

the odel was reinitialized to Jan 1969 to start the next

decade of simulation. hen the model was switched to the

fine mesh grid, the grid size was cut in half and values

were linearly interpolated to the new grilpoints. vi

B. COARSE GRID OUTPUT

The coarse grid ued for the initial decade of ocean

simulation consisted of 17 points in both the longitudinal

and latitudinal direction. As a result, the grid spacing

19
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was approximately 60 cf longitule and 40 of latitude. The

model was run with 20 levels In the vertical vice the 25

levels used in the initializati~n phase. The levels used in

this simulation (for both the :=arse and fine grid) were as

follows: 5, 16.5, 31, 49, 71.5, 100, 136.5, 182.5, 240, 313,

405.5, 522, 669, 855, 1090, 1385, 1760, 2235, 2830 and 3580

a below the undisturbed surface.

The variable coefficents of horizontal eddy viscosity

and conductivity as displayed Ir Haney, et al (1978) come

from the following equation-

A •A. [, ,- ' Iv sr( s)'J ] i)

where 3 is the relative vorti:Lity of the vertically aver-

aged current and AS represents a constant which is a sea-

sure of the grid size. In the present model 4 = 1 x 10

sec/cm' For the coarse gril, the ba:kground value for

momentum is A. a 5 10 ca a/sac and for heat is 1 x 10* cal

/sec. The vertical eddy viscosity is K. = 5 cog /sec and

conductivity is K. - 0.5 c' /s: The :oarse qrit is run t
using a 6 hour time step.

During this first decade, one sample of model output for

all levels in the vertical at a single gridpoint was

extracted for analysis. The gridpoint =hoosen was located

20
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1.ur gr~dpoint Position Relative to lORPAX Drifter

-t 42.660 and 150.310 . See Fig. 1. rho analysis period

vont from 01 Jul 1976 0 throuqh 30 Jan 1977 18Z. This 

tine frame and location was chaostn for a preliminary analy-

s iqs of the model's repotra because it iorresponds to the

space and tine domain of the drifter data collected by G. J.

Hclally for NORM and is in the major strom track across

the North Pacific. It is possible that the initialization

of the model and the tansition to the first decade affected

21



the quality of the output used in the analysis. But since

the model had run through 8.5 years of continuous simulation

before the output was extracted• and because the analysis

was only conducted dcvn to 313 a, it was felt that any

influence of the initial couditions would have long since

been dispersed from the current structure.

C. FINE GRID OUTPUT

The fine grid representation was established to improve

the horizontal resolution of the predictel variables and the

inertial response in the model. this was accomplished by

reducing both the grid spacing and the tiae step used in the

finite differencing scheme.

The fine mesh version uses 33 gridpoints in both the

lonqitudinal and latitudinal directions. This reduces the

grid spacing to approximately 30 of longitude and 20 of

latitude or twice the resolution of the =oarse grid. Once

aqain, a staggered grid is uses with the temperature values

determined at the model indices and the momentum values off-

set by half a grid length. The time step used in inteqra-

tion was also halved to 3 hours to maintain linear

computational stability.

22



The only other change is in the magnitude of the hori-

zontal eddy viscosity and conductivity coefficients. These

constants are reduced by a power of ten to a value of A, - 5

z 10' cma /sac for viscosity and 1 x 10 ca'/sec for conduc-

tivity. The governing equation may be found in the previous

sect-ion covering the coarse grid.

All the other model parameters and criteria are the sane

as the coarse grid version. The same 20 levels are used for

vertical resolution. The relatively small coefficients of

eddy viscosity and conductivity in the vertical have also

been left unaltered.

The fine nesh simulation of ocean circulation consisted

of two decades of model execution. Aften the two week aver-

aqe from the end of December 1978 was applied to the coarse

grid at the conclusion of the first decade modeled, the grid

length was converted to the fine nesh length. A linear

interpolation of the averaged a and v currents and tempera-

turns was performed to assign values to the newly created

intervening qridpoints. The second decade of current sinu-

lation was then conducted rousing the 10 years of marine

wind analyms supplied by FIOC. To use a 3-hour time step

!n the fine eash run, a linear interpolation of the 6-hourly

23



synoptic winds was performed. rhe other atmospheric forcing

parameters still came from the same monthly climatology as

used in the coarse grid run.

When the second decade (first with th? finer resolution)

was completed, a third decade was run. 3nce again, the two

week average snoc-hing procedure was employed on the ocean

variables between decades before the vinis were reinitial-

ized to 01 Jan 1969. It was from this third decade of sinu-

lateon that the two fine mesh samples of model output for

data analysis.

The firs4  fine grid data set ran from 01 Jul 1969 03Z

through 01 Jul 1970 OOZ. It consisted of a single gridpoint

with all the values in the vertical beiag extracted as in

the coarse grid case. The grid point extracted in this case

was located at 43.670 N and 18.910 V. See Fig. 1. The

analysis of this data allowed an interannual comparison in

studying the model's fine mesh performance.

The final data set matched *he timeframe and general

location of the coarse grid set. It was located at 41.640 N

and 151.720 W. See Pig. 1. This set was studied in 'he

greatest detail in an attempt to understand the model's res-

ponse and compare it to some of the preliminary results

available from the NOPAX drifter data.

24
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IV. ~iiL

1. INALTSIS PROCEDURES

Each model data set extracted from the simulation was

analyzed using a new Biomedical Computer Program, P-series

subroutine, BDNPiT - Univariats and Bivariate Spectral Ana-

lysis. This program package became available in the begin-

ning of 1982. It uses cosine transf rms in a fourier

analysis approach to reduce input data into its spectral

components at all the analyzable frequea:ies, from 0.0 to

0.5 (the Nyquist frequency). The subroutine's output fre-

quencies are dimensicned per unit data time step and as a

result must be converted to be meaningful to the particular

data set analyzed. The spectral package runs its analysis

using three different bandwidths: narrow, medium and wide.

These bandwidths may either be individually specified or

assigned by the program if left to the default mode. In the

default node, the bandwidth size is dependent on the number

of values in the input data set. Since this study was only

concerned with the large-scale trends displayed by the Haney

sneral circulation model, only the widest bandwidth results

25
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were utilized. These results were also the smoothest curves

produced by the subroutine and are statistically the most

stable. For a complete description of this program package,

refer to Engelman, et al (1981) . This spectral option was

chosen over the other program libraries available at the

Naval Postgraduate School because of the ease in interpret-

ing its output, variety of analysis )ptions available,

detailed description in the user's manual and clarity in

diagnostic messages produced.

A detailed analysis of the fine mesh 1976-77 data sqt

was performed. It involved a lascription of the temperature

and stability profile of the simulated upper ocean over the

annual cycle, a spectrum analysis of the predicted currents,

a lovpass spectral analysis to examine th-. model's wind/cur-

rent relation and a rotary speictruu analysis to examine its

inetial respcnse. The lowpass analysis was a two step pro-

cess. First, the model curren data was run through an

eleven-point lowpass filter to remove the energy above the

inertial frequency as determined by the original spectrua

analysis. The weights used by this lowpass filter were:

0.0166, 0.0402, 0.0799, 0.1231, 0.1561, 0.1684, 0.1561,

0.1231, 0.0799, 0.0402, 0.0166. After lowpass filtering,

2
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the 3-hourly data vas resampled twice a day and spectrally

analyzed once again. This procedure resulted in increasing

the discernible analysis range produced by the Biomed spect-

rum analysis package. With a sampling interval of 12 hours,

the analysis period mas increased to 1 to 20 days as con-

pared to the 6 to 120 hour range depicted by the 3-hour time

step data of the general study. The relationship between

the input wind stress and near surface currents was then

examined at this extended frequency range.

The rotary spectrum analysis produced a decomposition of

the model spectral cu rents into their cyclonic and anticy-

clonic components. This procedure utilized the autospectrum

of the u and v current components and their quadrature

spectrum at each of the model levels studied. The result of

this analysis is a ratio of the cyclonic to anticyclonic

circulation which can then be compared to the theoretical

ratio using the analyzed frequencies and the inertial frq-

quency. According to theory (fooers, 1973), the value of

this ratio approaches one at the very highest and lowest

frequencies (compared to the inertial frequency) and is zero

at the inertial frequency. Because of this, the model's

inertial frequency will be indicated by a minimum in the

ratic. The equation ased is -
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(3s

the cyclonlc spectrum: S(s) = 0.5 (GUuls)Gvv(S)2Quvls()

anticyclonic spectrum: S(-s| a 0.5(Guu(s) Gvv(s)-2Quv(s))

where sO is a given frequency, f is the inertial frequency,

Guu(s) and Gvv(s) are the autospectra of u and v respec-

tively and Quv(s) is the ima;inary part (quadrature spect-

rum) of the cross spectrum between u and v.

The results of these inalysis procedures will be

described and interpreted in the following sections. The

first data set treated is the fine mesh 1976-77 data. A

general desciption cf the ralevant model characteristics

will be presented, followel by the spectrum analysis I

results. The model's inertial frequency will then be dis-

cussed, followed by supportinq results from the rotary

spectrum. Then the wind/current relation will be presented

using the lowpass filtered analysis.

Once the analysis of the 1976-77 fine mesh data is pre-

sented, a comparison will be made with the 1969-70 fine mesh

data. After this comparison, the 1976-77 data set will be

28
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compared to its coarse grid counterpart. The results sug-

goat there is little difference between the two different

years of fine mash data but some important differences

between the coarse and fine qril data sets exist.

B. FINE RISH RESULTS

. Qeneral DAMJipo t21 121 2nat ZLjtLAa|eta2s

Each of the daa sets was analyzed at four model

levels: level 1 (5 a, called the surface level in the res-

luts), level 3 (31 n), level 5 (71.5 a) and level 10 (313

a). These particular levels were chosen to discern the

modells characteristics through its approximate mixed layer

representation, in the transition zone or thersocline below

'he surface mixed layer and in the interior of the model.

This decomposition of the water column at the gridpoint

selected is supported by the temperature, stability and cur-

rent structure produced by the model.

The temperature structure during 1976-77 is dis-

played in Fig. 2. It shows a typical mixed layer structure

going from a very wars, shallov (approximately 10 al mixed

layer in the summer months of June, July and August to a

deep isothermal layer in the winter and early spring,

approximately February through April. The mixed layer

29
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Figure 2. ne esh Temperature Structure (JUL 76 - JUN

extends to at least 30 a from October throuqh flay supporting

the selection of 30 a as a good depth for approximating the

central part of the nixed layer. The selection of depth

71.5 a as the mean transition zone is supported by the loca-

tion of seasonal thermocline, which is below 71.5 m from

August through January. The seasonal thermocline does not

reach that depth in the summer and vanishes in the winter,

as expected. At 313 a, the temperature is relatively con-

stant throughout the year, placing it below the surface

thermal effects and indicating that it represents the common

water in the interior of the model ocean.
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Figure 3. Richardson lumber bastd on Toti) Currents forFine Hash Nodal (JUL 756- JON 7)

The dymanic stability of the water column, as

represented by the Richardson number, also supports the

thermal structure breakdown criterion salected. Fig. 3

shows the gradient Richardson mamber (Ril in increments of

0.5 based on the total current, where -

!L

and oK is the thermal upansion coefficient, g is the grav-

tational acceleration and T is the tempera t ure. The contour

intervals plotted represent Ri=0.5. The smallest value
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contour of Ri-O.5 indicates that the turbulent portion of

the water column is above this line. The critical value of

Ri0o.25 (where the water column becomes neutral) lies in

this upper region and marks the base of this surface turbu-

lent structure. &s the Richardson number increases, the

stability of the water column increases. The largest value

contoured represents li-5.O. asing the lepth of the criti-

cal Richardson number as an indication of the transition

zone below the well mixed layer, it is noted that this

level is deeper than 71.5 a in the winter and shallower in

summer. This shows the selection of 71.5 m as an average

for the transition zone was reasonable. The importance of

the shear of the inertial motion in determining the stabil-

i.ty can be displayed using a plot (Fig. 4) of the gradient

Pichardson number calculated from averaged currents with the

interial frequency removed. ks can be seen, the unstable (
zone does not penetrate as deeply as it does in Fig. 3. The

depth of turbulent mixing that would exist in the absence of

inertial motion is somewhat less accordir.g to this compari-

son. Thus, these motions make an important, though perhaps

not crucial, contribution to the turbulent mixing in this

model.
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The above result is also supported by the current

profile produced by the model. As seen t.n both the east-

west component, Fig. 5, and the north-south component, Fig.

6, the major current fluctuations occur above approximately

30 a. Below this depth, the cuzrrents show little change in

the vertical and are reduced in magnitude. Fig. 6 displays

a periodic direction reversal balby about 70 a, as demons-

It rated by the heavy vertical line representing a zero

north-south velocity. This pattern depicts a basically

barotropic response below the mixed layer which is also seen±

in the spectrum analysis presented in the next sect-ion.

Northwad Current {CMfSe)
42N 150W

200

300-
400:

19 Aug9 SeP Oct Nov DeC Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

*Figure 6. Jojth-South Curren+ 'omponent from Fine noshV
No el (JUL 76 -Ji Y7)
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2. Syf1us AnaIZEs

A spectral analysis of both the in put wind stress

and the currents produced by the model was made. The band-

width used was 0.2816 cycles/day (cpd). The wind stress as

seen in Fig. 7 was analyzed to determine if a spectral peak

was present which could be transmitted to the ocean and show

up in the current simulation. With no peak found, it can be

safely assumed that any spectral peak in the currents is not

a direct result of the wind stress forcing and must be due

to some oceanic "natural selection" process. Figs. 8 and 9

display the power spectrum of the u and v current compo-

nents, respectively. Three spectral peaks can be seen. The

first is at relatively low frequency and represents the

transient flow produced by atmospheric synoptic forcing in

the model. This peak will ba examined in the wind/current

relation section. The barotropic motion in the interior of

the modeled water column displayed in Fig. 6 is represented

by this portnion of the spectrum. At frequencies less than

0.30 cpd, the energy levels at level 5 (71.5 a) and level 10

(313 a) are the same indicating that most of the energy in

this frequency range is confined above 71.5 a and the model

response is basically barotropic below this depth. The
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upper portion of the ocean displays baroclinic conditions in

contrast to this barotropic response in the model interior.

At the lowest frequencies (10.1cpd), the energy spectra in u

and v are of the order of 2.653 z 101 and 1.761 x 10' at the

surface and 5.679 x 10 and 3.799 x 10 a a/sec a at 71.5 a

and below, respectively. This indicates RKS currents at

these frequencies of about 27.3 and 22.3 ca/sec at the sur-

face, with 4.0 and 3.3 ca/sec -t 71.5 a and below.

The dominant peak in the spectrum is centered in the

0.9576 - 1.0256 cpd range. its amplitude is of the same

order of magnitude as the low frequency peak in the upper

three levels analyzed. This peak is also evident at 313 e,

but here its amplitude is such sualler than that of the low

frequency motion. Since the inertial frequency represents a

high energy level in the ocean compared to the frequencies

around it, it is concluded that this peak is the model's

inertial response. This response is discussed in greater

detail in the next section. The last peak visible is very

small in amplitude, located at relatively high frequency and

appears only in the upper levels studied. This peak is out-

side the objectives of this study and is only investigated

because of the marked effect in the rotary spectrum
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associated with it. It appears at I frequency corresponding

to a period roughly 2.5 times the model tine step. It is

felt this high frequency peak is an artifact of the finite

difference scheme and not the result of any real physical

phenomenon. Because it is at least two orders of magnitude

smaller than the other significant features in the model,

the overall effect of this peak on the nodel's performance

should be small.

3. In _ ar- olt.

Using the coriolis parameter calculated from the

latitude of the gridpcint as input, the inertial period is

1.3289 cpd. The model's inertial response lies in the

0.9576 - 1.0256 cpd range according to the spectral results

and is further refined by the rotary spectrum to 1.0256 cpd.

This shift tovard lower frequencies appears to be due to the

trapezoidal implicit time differencing scheme employed by

the model and is directly dependent on the length of the

time step used (see comparison with coarse grid model

below).

is statod in the previous section, the inertial

motion in the ocean will be associated with a dominant spec-

tral peak when the currents are studied over a year. This
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is due to the tendency for intermittent ocean motion at the

inertial frequency. The signature of inertial motion in the

model can be seen in the spectrum analysis through 313 m.

The energy associated with this motion appears somewhat

masked in the surface level, is dominant in the mid levels

and falls off at 313 a. The spectral energy associated with

half the height of each inertial peak al 1.0256 cpd is

listed in the table below along with the frequency band over

which this energy is distributed.

TABL3 I
Half Power Spec ril Enqrqyf(cm_ /sec.) and Bandwidth(c4)
for Model In-r.la Nction for FIne Mesh (JUL 76 - JUN 77).

U-COMPOIENT V-COMPONENT

sfc (Sm) 6.918 x 10 0.238 3.981 x 10 0.446

L03(31m) 1.047 x 10& 0.349 7.943 x 10' 0.365

L05(71.5m) 1.096 x 10' 0.360 7.244 0.376

L10(313m) 7.244 x 10' 0.287 6.507 x 16"1 0.303

The spectral phase information produced when the u and v

components were analyzed shows that the inertial motion in

the model war anticyclonic. The v-component leads the

u-component by approximately 9DO (from 89.70 at the surface

to 90.60 at 313 m) for all four levels studied, as expected

from theory.
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The rotary spectrum confirms this spectral peak as

the model's inertial response. The theory behind this ana-

lysis approach (Kooers, 1973) dictates that the ratio

between the cyclonic and anticyclonic flow components in a

water column go to zero at thq inertial frequency where the

notion is purely anticyclonic. The results of the rotary

spectrum calculated from equation (2) for each level ana-

lyzed are depicted in Figs. 10 - 13 respectively. The

theoretical curve calculated from equation (3) using the

actual inertial frequency calculated from the gridpoint's

coriolis parameter is also plotted for comparison. It can

be concluded from these curves that the ndel's best perfor-

mance, according to the supporting theory for the rotary

spectrum, is in the frequency range of ipproximately 0.3 -

2.2 cpd. Prom the tables of analyzed frequencies used to

produce these curves, it can be seen that the minimum in the

calculated ratio is at 1.0256 cpd which corresponds to the

inertial frequency determined from the spectral analysis

covered in the previcus section. The tables used in the

rotary spectrum may be found in Appendix 1. Since most of

the model's etergy at each level is contained at frequencies

lower than 2.2 cpd, its response is generally good vhen
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examined by this method which is based am inertial-internal

wave theory, f<cr<N.

1s.o. LEVEL: SFC
14.0-

13.0-

12.0-

11.0" MODEL
10.0-

9.0-

8.0-

W 7.0-

6.0-

5.0-

4.0-

3.0-

2.0-

1.0- THEORY

0.0 1 1
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.S 2.0 2.S 3.0 3.s 4.0

PREOUENCY (CYCLES/DAY)

Figure 10. n. Nosh.otary Spectrum for Surface (S a), JUL

According to the rotary spectrum, the high frequency

peak visible in the spectrum analysis (near 3.2 cpd) appears

t. be associated with strong ayclonic notion at all levels

studied. But the BBS velocities at this frequency are: 1.8,

0.7 and 0.3 cm/sec at the surface, 31 m and 71.5 a, respec-

'ively. There is no peak evident it 313 a. As alluded to

earlier, this motion, having a period near 24t, may be the
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Figure 11. Finegesh Roty Spectrum for Level 03 (31 a),JUL "76 - JUN 3j"77.n o Lvl 3 a

result of time splitting in the leapfrog time differencing

scheme. The model's performance can be improved if this

peak is removed; but because of the very small amount of

enerqy associated vith it, its impact on the model's general

ocean circulation characteristics should be minimal.

'4. nIdigLq"2Aa hl2lag

The aim of this part of 'he study is to inspect the

model's performance in regards to Ekman theory (wind driven

flow to the right of the surface stress in the Northern

Hemisphere). Accordingly, the output current structure will
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be examined where there is hi;h coherence between the cur-

rent and its Orthogonal wind stress. rhe point at which

this relation breaks down in qoing towarl high freguencies

indicates the limit of steady Eksan response and the transi-

tion in governing Physics tO time lependan- Rkman response

to the applied wind atress. This transition will be sup-

ported by an increase in the coherence with the parallel

wi nd stresns. It is also expected that the Coherence between

the current and its orthogonal wind stress will rapidly

decrease with depth below the Nodl's mixed layer, Issuming
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150 LEVEL 313 m
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Figure. 13. ?!n desh Rtr*,, for Level 10 (313 a),

this level is a good first order approximation of the Eknan

de pth. At this depth, the fri.ctional effect of the applied

wind stress falls off to 4 percent of its surface value.

Below this depth, the geostrophic component of the current

should be removed from the flow before an evaluation of any

relation between the applied wind stress and currents is

sade.

The results of the coherence stuly between the cur-

rents at the selected model depths and the applied wind

stress using the loypass filtered late, running from 0.05-

A I



1.0 cpd generally ccnfored to the hypothesis presented

above. The coherence was generally high between the u-com-

ponent of the current and the y-comp~nent of the wind

stress. This coherence pattern was mimicked by the v-cur-

rent and x-wind stress except at lower coherence values.

as expected, the coherence falls off with depth with a

marked decrease between level 3 (31 a) and level 5 (71.5 a).

Recall that level 3 provided a satisfactory indication of

the base of the mixed layer when averaged over the entire

year of data and level 5 provided a satisfactory indication

of the transition zone or seasonal theruccline below the

mixed layer. according to th4 coherence results, it main-

tains a coherence of less than 0.4 over most of the fre-

quency range examined and ther-ftore appeirs to be primarily

below the Eklan depth in the model. Because of the strong

seasonal signal, a spectrum analysis of seasonally strati-

fied data may be beneficial in the future.

The coherence values between the surface u-current

and y-wind stress ranged from a high of 0.966 to a low of

0.193. The coherence is over 0.90 in the frequency range

from 0.0 - 0.625 cpd and finally drops below 0.80 at 0.87

cpd at level 1 (5 a). After this point, the coherence
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continues to fall through the rest of the analyzed frequency

range. This overall pattern is reflected in the level 3 (31

a) analysis, only with lover coherence values. The maximum

value is reduced to 0.853 vth a minimum of 0.090. The

values stay above 0.75 from 0.0 - 0.516 cpd and finally drop

below 0.65 at 0;90 cpd. This trend completely disappears at

level 5 (71.5 a). The cohersn:s are all below 0.375 except

at two peaks - one centered at 0.57 cpd, the other at 0.856

cpd. These peaks increase to coherences of 0.650 and 0.575

respectively, and may reflect Ekman pumping/suction. They

are also visible at level 10 (313 3). From this analysis,

it appears that the model currents follow Rkman theory at

the surface and level 3 at frequencies as high as 0.90 cpd.

At higher frequencies and at or below 71 m, there is little

meaningful relationship between the steady Ekman response

and the currents.

The phase information produced by the correlation

study between the wind stress and the iodel currents was

examined to investigate the deflection angle produced by the

model's Eksan response. Only the phase angles at ir a 0.0

cycles/Aay corresponding to the annual signal were used, but

the results are valid in the model for time scales much
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greater than a day. Graphical solution techniques were

employed using the spectral energy at 0.3 cpd as the magn!-

tude of each component to determine the deflection angle

between the total wind stress and the currents at the sur-

face through level 5 (71.5 a). There is a lot of variation

in the resul t s because, though the coherence is high between.

the currents and their orthogonal wind stress (approximately

0.88 above 31 ), it is low in the cross-correlation between

both the current components and the wind stress components

themselves (about 0.18).

In the three levels examined, the phase was 0.00

between the u and v-currents; between u and the y-wind

stress, and between the x-stress and the y-stress. The

v-current and x-wind stress were 1800 out of phase. The

v-current leads both the u-current and x-wind stress. The

y-wind stress leads the u-current. When the wind and cur-

rent components were plotted, some interesting results were

noted which confirmed the conclusions reached above. The

surface current was deflected roughly 83.00 to the right of

the wind str.ss, with the current at 31 m deflected 14.50

further for a total of 97.50 to the right of the wini. But

the current at 71.5 m was approximately 24.40 to the left of

19



the 31 a current or 73.10 to the right 3f the wind. The

expected Bkaan spiral representation breaks down at 71.5 s.

But, recall the coherence study revealed very little corre-

lation between the wind stress and the currents at this

depth. This may be a further indication that the Eksan

depth in the model is above 71.5 a. It is felt this depar-

ture from Ekman t heory is due to the inclusion of the geos-

trophic currents in this study. The geostrophic currents

should be removed before any concrete conclusion is reached,

but it appears from this analysis that the open ocean cur-

rents are consistent with Ekman theory at low frequency.

The deflection angles near 900 are reasonable because the

model assumes a well mixed upper layer (i.e. a uniform vel-

ocity, not uniform eddy viscosity) and therefore the cur-

rents equate to the mass transport at each level. They do

not indicate a surface current which would be deflected 450 t
to the right of the wind according to Ekman theory.

C. PIE fNESH IITERANWIL CONPARISON

The major finding in the interannual comparison was that

the spectral features established in the 1976-77 data

remained virtually unchanged in the 1969-70 data. Just the

magnitude of the spectral intensities were reduced in

1969-70.

50
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Once again, the input wind stress was analyzed to dete.-

mine if a spectral peak was present which could be reflected

in the model currents, see Fig. 14. hen no peak was found,

a comparison was made with the 1976-77 wind data. The pat-

tern was similar, but the spectral energy associated with

the 1969-70 winds was consistently lower than its 1976-77

counterpart (except at frequencies below 0.2 cpd where the

x-components were equal). This demonstrated an intensi'y

difference in the low frequency winds from one year to

another.

The reduced intensity in the spectral energy associated

with the winds is reflected in the predicted model currents.

The three spectral peaks associated with Ekman flow, the

inertial frequency and the time differencing error at high

frequency appear in both the u current, Fig. 15, ant v cur-

rent, Fig. 16, analyses. The inertial frequency is still

shifted toward lower values compared to the frequency calcu-

lated from the ccriolis parameter associated with the grid-

point's latitude. The calculated inertial frequency is

1. 3806 cpd while the model's inertial response is at 1.0256

cpd, as it was in the 1976-77 results. The spectral energy

is reduced at all levels and is generally confined in a
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narrower frequency band than its 1976-77 counterpart. This

result is evident when the energy from half the height of

the spectral peak at 1.0256 cpd and the bandwidth over whzA.c

it is distributed displayed in Table II is compared to those

in Table I.

TABLE I

IalfP Pwir Specr19 /sec ailMEn.ergy((cL ad Bandwidth cor oe in rtla Bcton or Fine Mesh (JUL 69 -JON 701.

U-COEPONENT V-C3MPONENT

sfc(Sm) 2.754 x 10 0.195 1.995 x 10 0.338

LO3(31m) 6.607 • 10 0.314 5.754 x 10' 0.337

L05 (71.5m) 3.020 0.410 2.754 0.411

LlO(313m) 3.631 x 10 0.246 3.631 x 10 0.223

The high frequency peak is at the same frequency as the

peak obtained in the 1976-77 data set stady. This fact is

consistent with the hypothesis that it is due to a time dif-

ferencing error. The low frequency peak corresponding to

Ekman flow is virtually unchanged in the two data set ana-

lyses. The RMS u and v currents are resoectively: 23.5 and

20.6 cm/sec at the surface and 4.0 and 3.8 cu/sec at 71.5 a

and belo w.

These results indicate that though the energy associated

with the model depicted currents may change from year to

year, its response to the forzing paranters appears to be

consistent, at least in the two years analyzed.
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D. COARSE GRID CONPARISON

When the 1976-77 3-hourly fine mesh lata were compared

to its 6-hourly coarse grid counterpart, some interesting

conditions were observed. The expected spectral pattern was

repeated in the coarse grid analysis; but the signal associ-

ated with the spectral peaks was stornger compared to the

background spectral energy than it was in the fine mesh

spectral results.

The spectral peak associated with the modeled inertial

response was the most dominant feature visible in both the u

and v current component analyses, Figs. 17 and 18, respec-

tively. This model characteristic is the sam-e as the fine

mesh response; but it is shifted away from the true inertial

pericd toward even lcver frequencies than the shift in the

fine mesh. Recall that the =alculated inertial frequency

for the fine mesh gridpoint was 1.3289 cpd and the model's

response was at 1.0256 cpd. In the coarse grid representa-

tion, the calculated inertial frequency is 1.3549 cpd and

the model's response is at 0.7220 cpd. The results of this

analysis suggest that a timestep af one (1) hour may be

required to simulate the inertial motion at much more nearly

the proper frequency. The energy associated with half the
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heiqht of the sFectral peak at 0.722 cpd and the bandwidth

over which it is distributed is displayed in Table III.

TABLE III

RB'.. t;4 ca /sc 8 d3and dth cpfor so oi al ot.on o;xarse a (JUL
U-COEPOWENT T-C38PONENT

LIL 51391 BANfU. II c !1191 II& IMPZJ
sfc(5m) 7.079 x 10, 0.100 5.888 x 10 0.123

LO3(31) 8.511 • 10, 0.156 7.413 • 10' 0.163

LOS (71.5m) 8.710 0.168 8.710 0.123

LIO(313m) 5.888 x 10 0.120 6.607 x 10"  0.108

When the above values are compared to their fine mesh coun-

terparts in Table I, it is noted that the energy is slightly

lower but is ccnfined in a narrower band in the coarse grid

model.

The high frequency peak found at roughly 2.5 times the

time step in the fine mesh run was at aearly 3 times the

time step in the coarse grid run. Plus, it was amplified in

the interior layers and became a dominant feature at 71.5 m.

Because it was located at roughly the same point relative to

the tine step and its magnitude was dependent on the model

resolution (including the tiaestep , this high frequency

peak seems to be due to the time splitting characteristics

of the leapfrog time differencing scheme used in the model.

One apprcach to test this hypothesis would be to run t he
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model using the Ruler-backward-step every iteration rather

than every eight steps, to remove the "time-splitting" in

the model soultion. If this hypothesi" is correct, this

method would remove this peak from the spectral profile.

The low frequency aotion is consistent vith the notion

displayed in the fine nesh simulation. The upper portion of

the model ocean shows a baroclinic respoase vith barotropic

notion below 71.5 a. The u and v power spectrum respec-

tively display RES currents of the order of 23.1 and 19.4

co/sec, respectively, at the surface and 2.5 and 1.2 cm/sec,

respectively, at 71.5 a and below. These values are some-

what lower than those obtained from the fine mesh solution

which is consistent with the reduced amplitudes depicted in

the coarse grid inertial response.

The result of doubling the resolution is multifaceted.

The frequency of the inertial motion is closer to the calcu-

lated value in the fine mesh midel, but it is smeared over a

broader frequency range. The effect of the high frequency

"time-splitting" is reduced by in:reasiag the resolution.

The Eksan response is similar in both cases but the energy

levels are slightly higher in the fine mesh simulation.
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V v. .gI |gg

The Eaney ocean general circulation model consistently

produces three spectral peaks when analyzed over a one-year

period. These peaks are located at the lowest discernible

frequencies, at roughly a oil-range val2e and at the high

frequency end. They respectively correspond to the model's

Eksan response to atmospheric synoptic forcing, inertial

motion and a possible numerical error due to the finite dif-

ferencing method used. This overall pattern retained its

structure when an interannual comparison was conducted

using the fine sesh simulation. Only the magnitude of the

spectral energy changed in both the analyzed input wind

stress and the predicted currents. This demonstrates the

variation in both atmospheric forcinq ind model response

from year-to-year. When a comparison between the coarse

grid and the fine grid was made over the same timeframe, the

three-peak spectral pattern was repeated but amplified,

shifted toward lower frequencies and concentrated over a

narrower frequency band.
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The inertial noticn in the model simulation was shifted

toward lower frequencies in both the fine and coarse grid

representations. The frequency of the model's inertial

notion was verified by a rotary spectrum analysis as deter-

mined by the minimum value of the ratio of the cyclonic to

anticyclonic energy. In the 1976-77 fine grid simulation,

the inertial notion was shiftel approximately six hours from

a true period of 18.06 h to 23.40 h in the model. In the

1969-70 data the shift was from 17.38 h to 23.40 h. This

shift us even greater in the zoarse grid resolution, but

the inertial energy was confined to a narrower frequency

ranqe. The coarse grid response was shifted about 15.5 h

from a true period of 17.71 h to 33.24 h. This shift is

partially due to the stability criteria of the finite dif-

ferencing scheme, which depends on fAt. With a 3-hour time

step in the fine mesh representation and an inertial period A
of approximately 18 hours, this accounts for roughly 3/18 or

a 16% shift. & 6-hour time step in the coarse grid

accounts for about 6/18 or a 33% error.

The modeled inertial notion does display some character-

istics observed in the ocean. The spectral energy associ-

ated with this notion is high in the surface levels and
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falls off with depth. One governing condition appears to be

whether the analysed level is above or below the seasonal

theruocline. The inertial energy in the currents falls off

rapidly below the surface layer. Such a decrease in iner-

tial motion energy with depth was observed off Vancouver

island, British Columbia (Thomson and Huggett, 1981).

Through the Richardson number study depicted in Figs. 3 and

4, it vua demonstrated that, though the contribution may not

41t be large, the inertial notion loes add to the turbulent mix-

ing in the model. The depth of the turbulent layer is

reduced if the inertial motion was filtered out of the total

model predicted currents when calculating the gradient Rich-

ardson number.

The low frequency response is consistent with Ekman

flow. This was confirmed through a correlation study using

lowpass filtered data. This study showed a high correlation

(a coherence on the order of 0.88| between the predicted

currents and the orthcgonal vin stress component down to 31

s. The next level analyzed, 71.5 a, showed considerably

less correlation (a coherence of 0.37) with the orthogonal

winds. This matches the preliminary findings from the

NORPAX drifter data which demonstrate little change in
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current observations over the first 30 a of the analyzed

water column. The phase information from the correlation

study indicated a maw transport to the right of the wind

stroe as expected frc Ekman Theory. The deflection angle

was roughly 830 at the surface increasing to 97.50 at 31 a.

But it decreased to 73.10 at 71.5 a, indicating some other

physics (possibly geostrophic flow) was also involved.

To further delineate the model's current response to

wind stress, the predicted currents could be divided into

seasonal groups. This would %llow a better study of the

currents in relation to the mixed layer than can be done

over an entire annual cycle. If all the levels were ana-

lyzed vice a few selected ones, the bottom of the surface

response could be located and compared to the WORPMI drifter

data and other current measurements in the ocean. Since the

geostrophic current components can be calculated exactly by

the model, they could be subtracted from the total currents

leavinq the ageostrophic current. This ageostrophic field

could then be analyzed to investigate the model's character-

istics in the realm of Zkman dynamics. The curl of the wind

stress could also be calculated to determine areas of Eksan

suction and pumping. Plus, complex transfer functions could

give an indication of their frequency dependence.
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The high frequency peak found in the spectral results

was unexpected. It is located at a period roughly 2.5 times

the time step in the fine mesh model and displays vigorous

cyclonic motion. In the coarse grid resolution, it is

shifted to approximately three times the time step. Its

amplitude is magnified in the coarser resolution configura-

tion. A possible explanation is that it is related to the

"time splitting" problems inherent with the leapfrog time

differencing scheme. To test this hypothesis, an Euler-

backward procedure could be inserted every time s*ep to damp

out this "time splitting' in the numerical solution. This

would remove this peak from the spectrum. It should be

noted that the energy level assocated with this time split-

ting is very small in comparison with the currents simulated

in the model.

Further investigation is required to fully understand

this model's circulation characteristics. Once analysis of

the NORPAX drifter data is complete, a verification of the

model's performance should be conducted. The results of

these studies will validate the model and make it a viable

tool in understanding the structure and time-varying general

circulation of the North Pacific.
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APPENDI X A

The following tables show the results of the rotary

spectrum analysis performed on the 1976-77 fine mesh data

set. The model and theoretical values lisplayed in these

results are from a ratio of the cyclonic to anticyclonic

components in the motion analyzed. The larger the value

listed, the stronger the cyclonic motion at that particular

frequency. Recall from theory that a value of zero equates

to the inertial frequency while a value of one corresponds

to rectilinear motion. the variables presented in the fol-

lowing tables correspcnd to:

FREQ = frequency (cycles/day)

GUU - u-current autospectrum

GVV - v-current autospectrum

QUV = quadrature or imaginary cross spectrum

of u and v

NODEL , model rotary spectrum (equation 2)

THEORY theoretical rotary spectrum (equation 3)
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TABLE IV

Rotary Spctrum Res 7s " Ic'9 m. Pin. Mesh Data

PREQ GUU GVV QUV MODEL THEORY

0. 68 0.2653400 0.1763+04 -0.2333.03 0.809E+0OC 0.8151+00
0. 137 0.1483+0481 :1 042E04- 0.264Z+83 0.655L1.00 0.662E+000:205 0.132Z+0t 0605E+03 -0.314E 03 0.508Z+00 0.53"7Z+00

08 24 0126 I2 0. 4 5824 4 -0.3181:03 08011300 0: 34300

0.34 0.1063.04 0.4743.03 -0.3732+03 0.347Z+00 0.349+00

O.11 1 0.9143+03 0.5303.03 -0.4672 03 0.214100 0.2"91+00
0478 . 0Jl §1+S 0. ( 14.0 -. 132,83 8:1411E88 0.22 1E+OQ
0.541 Ei 8.3 4E0 -0.341 03 016 0 .11,1+100
0.6150033.3 3 0.21411.03 -0.182E+03 0.2793 00 0.1351.00
0.684 .4103.0 0.2951+03 -0.2502+03 0.165E+00 0.1033+00
0.752 0.4433+03 0.3393+03 -0.3503+03 0. 51-01 0.769E-01
0.821 0.766203 0.4582+3 -0.465+03 0.149Z:01 0.559E-01C,,889 8.7582+03 0.6211+03 -C.65AE+03 0.2681-01 0. 394E-01
0.958 0.9802+03 0.8482+03 -0.8711+03 0.2393-01 0.264E-01
1.02 0.922 03 8.8591+03 -0.872+03 0.2152-01 0.1661-01

94 0.6422+ .5812+03 -0.5841+03 0.2282-01 0.9363-021.162 0.3289 03 0.332 0*3 : -. 92Q . 3 . 20
0.13*8 8:4118 03:447:81:81~:1. 23 O.1 553+0 1. 1E6+3 - 41q ZE0 050E-1 O.148-0

1.93 0.9513+02 0.9639.Q 2 . 839E.02 0.6583-01 0.1283-03
136 0.6693+02 0.661E+ - 0.5493+02 0.948E-01 0. 2021-031 ,, 8:, .o 8:43E8j :0.31,1Z2 8 : 11188 8:.1I:8i1, 4 024220 0.307 + -0.188Z+02 1E+E

5"3 0.172+02 0.294E+02 -0.1422+02 0.242Z+00 0.707E-02
1.641 0.125302 0.218+02 -0.8253+01 0.3420 0.110-011.710 9.101E+02 0.1-/5E+02-0.:4952 01 8:471E 00 0.187E-81

1.7-/ 0.7996+01 0.126E+02 -0.2173+01 0.6523+00 0.2661-01
1.914 0.7563401 0.1033+02 -0.5393+00 0.8863+00 0.3263-01

1:813 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q 874+ .95+18041ci :761+08 0.331 -012 1 :18 70Z .3L81 :8S1E~38+0 0.1 3-E01
J:lj8 8:1S p7E0 :0:18!:* .3:0 8:231

5J3+01 -78.+1 2.1 0.1E13+01 0.560-01

23 E+ -6 3.01 0.2013+01 .1983+01 0.71133-01
2.39~ 05..S6201 0.607B+01 0.2013.01 0.208Z+01 0.817E-01
2.462 0.412+01 0.593B.01 0.2132+01 0.2383+01 0.893E-01

0.g110030+01 0.5451+01 8: 2593+01 0.31133+0109631
2.6 4 5 3 5 +0 1  061+1 0E+16358+01 0.1121+00

2 66 5Z010.559E3 136+01 0.4415E+010.1E02:735 81340+01 0.461301 0.2850E+01 0.42581.01 0.1011.02875 40Z+I 0.163+01 0.2 +01 0.54201 0.12+00

0.8183+01 .892+092+701 0.8+01 0.1503-00
362 0.110102 8.133+02 C.995E+0 1  0.983E+01 01503E+00

3.077 0.1133+2 .1393+02 0.107E+02 0:123E.0 0.157E+00
3.146 0.87510 .190E+02 0.7023+01 0.991+01 0.1721+00
3.116 o 1.01 .1103.02 0. j 0 1 01 013.5+00

82 0.801+1 .7323.01 0.6 3+01 0.825E 01 0.179E+00
35 0.6893+01 0.5903+01 O.3992+01 0.5201+01 0.1871+00
351 0.6 3031 O. 95Z+01 0. 092201 0.02E+01 0.190E+00

3.4850 384 1 6+011 0AZ31 0.56 2+01 0.201E+00

.55/ O. 82+ +010 13E+00

305553 81 0 0 672.01 0.2083.
3.614 0 2.1162+ 0 0.+3+01 0.9781501 0. 3+01 0.215+00

0.4 818 1 ?; Z92+01 1. 6-/991 S./_+01 1 2E+00
3.d12 9311 O. 10+01 90181301 Q33022

.821 8",124 1 9+1 0.S861+00 601+01 0 31:00
8 1 6 32+01 A 811+ 1 0999E+08 0189+01 0.242 +00

1.566 o. 50+01 0.53901 0.534-/+01806E2+01 0248E 00

1I061
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TABLE V

Rotary Spectrum Resultsu " Level 3 44.). Fine Besh Data(JUN 1o-f -E JL 1944.6)
FREQ GU GVV QUV MO DEL THEORY

8:068 0.151E+03 0.1171+03 -0.493E+01 0929E+00 0.8151:00
137 0.738E+02 0.553E+02 -8: 4E+6201 0:7'02+00 0.662-00

A34I 8. 16E 8 ::N H --&1 0,4E+ 813280.862-01 .1354+00
0.62 0.151+402 0. 2;402 -2.53+02 0.231E00 0.3499+00
0.752 0.680202 0.271202 -536+02 0.1461E00 0.279-+00
0.8 0.41 81402 0.88 1'-02 .- 0.919102 0.87-0 50.54 7 .. ,2+ o2, 26,o 8.' -o o:i"8o
0.615 0.338E+02 0229E4"02 -0240B+02 0.844E-01 0.1353+00
0.684 0.44 92+02 O. 387 -+02 -03862.+02 0.40 12-01 0. 1031-+00
0.752 0.615Z+02 0. 557/2+02 -05642+02 0o 1862:01 O.761281
0.821 0.9882+02 0.884E+02 -09192+02 0:8972--02 8:559£ --01
C.889 0.1711+03 0.1572+03 -0.1632+03 0.3981-02 0 3942-01
0.958 0.2431.03 0.231E03 -0.236E.03 0.285E-02 0.2648-01

1 4 154 .1 83 -011: 03 9.3113 0.9161-012

1.162 0.744-02 0.- /92+02 -0.7181+02 .6121-02 .44 1-02
1.230 0.2932+02 0.2831 02 -0.2811.02 0.125E-01 0.14,-02
19; 8.125. 002 8.11812 2- . 116B02 0 -010 1l
1.436 0.5391.01 0.5131,01 -0.4 7*.01 0.5191-01 0-1501-02

504 0.28612+01 0.2831,01 -C.240201 0.8431-01 0.38 -02
1.573 0.1821.01 0.2131+01 -0.153E01 O.1 81,00 0.7071-02
1.641 0.120101 0.1611:01 -0.95*400 0.192E 00 0.1101-01

S710 .10528401 S:21:01 -0.691E+00 0. 4 +00 1572-011 078 .1041+01 09 99+00 ¢. 56 0E400 0.90E+00 8209E-01
1.846 354E+00 0.8141 00 -0.344*00 0.3421+00 0.266E-01

2. 188 0.7421:00 0. 5311 00 0.2231.-01 0.1071.,01 05971-01.130 2.$ 8 8:911: 8 8:
27 00 0 : 041761:,0 0.19611 432-01

2.393 0°51224,00 0.5011:00 0. 2221.00 0. 2571:401 08171-01
2.462 0.4 2+00 0.53100 0.220.00 0.3141:01 0.8972-01
2.58 0.56:+00 0.O. 018 080 161: 1 0.93 08102:365 8:14"2E++88 56 E+ 0.176 ~8E+ 9 81 0. 4:0
2.393 105 +00 0.5971+00 0. 29200 0.2651+01 0.112-00
2.735 0.58214 00 0.667 +00 0 0.3144+010.1201E01
2:1663 0.504E+00 O. 69E+00 0. 489E+00 0.635E+01 0.12E002

2.:8 2 007E4"00 0.791E+0oo C. 54o o.08618E+01lo.1 SE00
2.940 0.122E+01 0.132E+01 0.9949+00 0.8189.+01 0.143E+00
3.009 0.1572+01 0.19*1.01 0.1451.01 0.103Z+02 0:150E+00
3.077 0.137E:01 0.195E+01 0.139E01 0. 114E+02 . 1571+00
3.016 0.1021+01 O.1371+01 0.973E+00 0.971+01 0. 15.+00
3.214 0.902200 .964E+00 0.740.+00 0. 86 9101 0.1721400
3.282 0.791200 O.776.+00 0.624E+00 0.880E01 0.1791+00

62~g 8 28+88 8:431 88 8:4JI 88 8:1JI+81 8:1872+0?3.555 .29,00 8 1 0 O.60 E.E+01 81+0
3.487 E.5081.Q .,19E:O0 0.3131:0 O51 81 2018 00

3.624 -. 3E0 61 00 0.21400 01.881 7151 0
E* 8:33, 2+1E08 0.214E+00 3751 il 2 2:80

i O 270Z 0 O 11+00 0.15424,00 8.324E+01 22 0
3 0.2606EN +0 .2123+00 0.7"/SE-01 .2192+01 283+"

3.829 .192Z+8o 8.2212+0o C.622-01 8.1 61:01 8.21 588
3.898 0.2141.00 0. 25*1:00 .5 0-0 1 01:

966 0.3571:00 0.2221+00 . 18 E,: 1 4E01
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TABLE VI
Rotary Spectrum Results 196 Levqel I1. 1 Fine Resh Data

(JUN 16- JUL1i44 a7),
PREQ GOU GYV QUV HODL THEORY

0.068 0.568E+02 0.380+02 2 S 01 2.1173 O1 0.815] 00.213 0.8,-0 3400 044,
0.478 Q.23,1.o, Q.8:11 0. ' ° 181.1,: oIg
0.47QP06o 0.18511+ -: 41 0301 .l7~ o 141.0
0.6158 0 . 0 0 .16:0 I.31O 0.11,41.00 0.135 1190

0 1 0.313-01 +. 11 00
8 20 1 421820 1 71 .02 0 2 .0

34 - 850./4.05 03 01O 0 0 * 1 - 0. 3 81 01 .1+0.98 02 0.1580

19 8:1 + Z+ :8: 6 .j o: -:o,0~~~~O 479J * 0 :32288

1 84 0 1 0.39 1 +0 -0 37 00.0- 00.1501-02

.30 12 .70+8 0390 02O.8 3 02 0.3 8-02

1.~ 97 .8:8 012+0. 113:01 78:5

+U 2 3+ 01 3

0.72 1 3-01 0 1 0.702 -01

.360.1031+00 0.8108 00 1 C./0 0.1111.01 01431-012.303 0.960-0 0.925 1-01+00 831- 0 0.1193.801 0.17-0

2 60 7 1 .111 2 1z01 0.141 02931-01

109 +~~8 :22 81 jI*3 81 1 1 : 2 .1: 942 1

1.32 0. I8 8 29:1 : R 1 83 :0 9362-029194 1 0.2 06 - 00 0.109 +02 0.14200

: 60 .317 00 0.110.291 0 0 0.1501 00
1.436 0.59 8 8 1  0 12 1 0165
1.54 13 7 0.111 - 1 *O , 0504 1 Q.152-02

0-5 3 0 0 -. 0
2.017 00 .11-01 8 8-0 1 0.8 02. 01300

3.555~ .. oo- 761-01 0. 71,-01o o.316,0 . 0805 ,.oo 2 , . -o o°-- °

7.2571 9.0 1-01 0 O. 120 1-001

1' ~ 8 199+8 ~-0.2 + :2100 11

10 . 1-1 +- -02 91.413+00 0.270-01.7 1 1 0 -01 11 -0.83-4; 29 + 0.221-0
21 .68E 18z0 10 1 6821- .19: 312188 0"1 0

2.66 16 " 7 4-01 0- C. 26 1
J578-0 O.o +3 .8012-1 . 2 11+ N 12-0

2 5 -0. 1 + 8 -01 0.1 6E-1 0.149+01 0.170300
.79 9oP-: C.96 E

2.393 0.9609 0. 0.281E 01 0.4 -1

2463 06 01 :11 2 ; 1 0.86E030O. 9E 0 0.172-01
E " ; 00 00M 4. + 0 . 932-.01

j~~~jjsv 8: 8:1 I4928,.02-1 :11 1 9, 88_00
1735 1.-03 - 0 23 0.104E400

0-6"/8-0 0_' 57E.01 013E o. 20p.,+ 00

09 51.1 0 -6*0 0 E0 -4ZO

11M2 0. 17 4+01 .1197:+1000 0:64* .-6235+00
008 . Ez+01 0.7Z0

00 J J.I ' +1 6112+1 0 7248+00

ro 8i 8:4414
. . . 's . .. .. 1 - ili i -



TABLX Vf1

RotaCy Spectrum Reslit, f 6LV3 WL7l9.4 3 a), pin, fesh Data

FREQ GO GVV QUV NO DEL THEORY

8:5i6157 8 I2 0.2322O02 .279+01 0.815,00
2 * 8122008 O.3 3101 0. 6 9+08

1561 632 1-0 1 . 10188 0.2213,000 401 1512+00 0. 139140081J :J 8:j 1i 81!1880 8:22j3*8 0. 3+100
0.54 .62 91- 1 121.8 6 e.18:41*80

0.1 3~-1 :7501-11 -Q.92- - 78?8 28: 1s 1Z-01 AS111 1 - 0.8'6Z-01 .151100 01.13510002-01 .4112-1- 16:01 8902-01 O. 103E 00. -1 .451- 1 -8 1 11-01 456Z-01 8.76 2-01
0.821 .581-01 1 - .5142-01 0.284E-01 0.5591-01
C-889 0.8149 -0 8373 1 -0.8111-01 0.1881-01 0.1110.958 0.1162+0 - .1091.00 0.114-01 0. 6I: -- 01
1.026 0 .11901:08 .I O0 143 5 ,1 0 166 -

2j 0 0.:16627-011.094 0.609-81 .6012-81 -C.580 0 1 .00 9362-021.16 .2192-01 .233 1 -0.2043-01 0.510 0.128102

1. ~ 1 .23 1-028~ 0 1 9 141 .-- 0 O. 2021-03
1.1436 0.1146 :Si02 .21-0-2 -0.65 1-03 0.O1. 01501-021.53 0.952]83 .167-02 j0 3 0.6681.00 0.3821-02

S1.5q1 .81 2 3 8. 153Eit2 -00.~8 1+ O707320
1.710 0.2992-03 0.1112.02 -0.357-03 .2 00 0.1571-01

S1.778 0.141421-03 0.1031-02 -0.3702-03 03 100 0.2091-011.8 6 8.3 128- 0.Zo+:o 8o3o1-o 0,8:2662-01
1.983 0.5852-03 913/2-0 -0:3692-3 0:2921.00 0:3902-01

2.0531 .52.03 0. 8 0 -03610 01900 0. 5,7-0

1 1 822 O-:83 8: -0. 2 7 0. 2218 0 s 00 0.5261-01
.3 0.214E-3-0.186- 3 0.389200 0.5972-012.257 0.6012-03 0.2281-03 -c.51-03 0.7691+00 0.670-01

2.325 0.561,-03 0.211,-03 0.2801-01 0.116.01 0.7431-01
:8391O 1912-03 O.:89 3Q48:6 03138110

2.531 0.509 182-03 0.153 9-03 0.2592101 0.9682-01
2.598 03 .2482-03 0.213-03 0.3811.01 0. 1015200
2.666 0:R43-3 8: 315 :03 C.59.0 3 Q.91+01 O.1122 0-03 o~8_0 _2:S~10 p181 1312.7357 0.601203 0.226-0 0.1204 0.699.+010 0.1270LLP011
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